AZSolo Meeting Minutes, June 3rd 2013

1. Taylor: Dan and Steve will do a little more investigating and picture taking, the SC voted to cancel
Taylor events at this time due to rough surface and a huge number of reflectors on the surface.
2. AMP: The SC stated the road course we did in May was a little fast, and should be done with a slightly
slower speed in the future, and give ample notice for special event in order to bring in more
participants. The SC also voted that AMP should be done for 1 regular series event in the fall series of
2013. This event in the series will have a $5 increase in just comp runs over the other series events to
help cover AMP slightly higher price.
3. Bondo's Fire Dept: At this time Bondo is requiring we have an EMT on site, only while we are having
cars run, which cost's $50 an hour. Josh has an EMT cert., Steve will ask Bondo if Josh's EMT is able to be
used for our events.
4. Fall schedule: Steve will contact Bondo and AMP to get current available dates for both fall and spring
series. Chairs for the fall events are ‐ Sept. = Mitzi, Oct. = Stephen, Nov. = Brent, Dec = Jeff.
5. Equipment rental: The club agrees to rent timing equipment (just timing box, lasers, and cables, no
display boxes) to the Rally group for $150 a day, Kevin V. will oversee the Rally clubs use of equipment.
6. 0.975 ST pax: The SC voted to introduce the 0.975 pax adjustment to anyone competing in the INST
class in a stock classed car on street tires for only the 2013 fall series.
7. Special event month: While not officially voted on, the SC agrees that the next special event should be
held in either March or January instead of April or May.
8. PIC vs PAX: the SC voted to keep the current system of PIC.
9. The SC voted that Jeff Bandes will be the new Chief of Novices SC member and will head up and Chair
the Novices school in December.
10. The SC voted in introduce a new category (name to be determined) for people wishing to come
autocross but not be counted towards a series. This group will have run group choice and will be
allowed to ride along with other people in the same category even before they run.
11. Our club now needs a SCCA liason as Dan does not wish to do it anymore. This consists of simply
meeting with a SCCA group here in town once a month, and answering a few emails. This will count
towards a worker assignment, and we will ask for a volunteer in the general forum.

